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Hybrid pixel detectors- Timepix are multi-parameter detectors that gives simultaneously information about the position, energy, 
and time of arrival of a particle hitting the detector. These types of multi-parameter detectors can be effectively used to study and/
or reinvestigate some fission processes such as the rare fission modes (ternary, quaternary, quinary), which are planned. In the 
rare fission mode processes, light charged particles (LCP) are emitted as third and fourth fission products. For these purposes, it is 
necessary to investigate the response of the Timepix detector to LCPs. The aim of this work is to study the response of the 
Timepix hybrid pixel silicon detector to light particle isotopes. A spontaneous fission source 252Cf was used as a light particle 
isotope source, since LCPs (mainly alpha particles) are formed along with the heavy fragments in ternary fission. Timepix 
response was investigated registering LCPs (1H, 3H, 4He, 7Li, and 8Be) using tailor-made ∆E-E particle telescopes consisting of 
transmission type ∆E detectors and the Timepix detector. The particles (isotopes of interest) were identified by the method ∆E-E, 
since the (∆E/∆x)×E value is unique to the type of particle. The specific energy loss (∆E/∆x) was measured using the transmission 
type ΔE detector (15 or 150 um thicknesses) purchased from the company Micron Semiconductors, while the residual energy (E) E detector (15 or 150 um thicknesses) purchased from the company Micron Semiconductors, while the residual energy (E) 
measured by a Timepix detector with thicknesses of 600 um. The Timepix was used simultaneously as a common single-pad 
silicon detector (processing back-side-pulse signal) and as a pixel detector working in Time over Threshold mode. In addition to 
∆E-E method individual cluster analysis from the pixel part was performed to identify the charge particles, the related energy, and 
isotopes. These results were compared to the results obtained from the ∆E-E method. 
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CONCLUSIONS
 A dE/dx-E charged particle spectrometer (telescope) was constructed for the purpose of studying rare fission mode 

processes from spontaneous and neutron-induced nuclear fission reactions. The telescopes consist of transmission type ∆E 
detectors and the Timepix detectors. The particles (isotopes of interest) were identified by the method ∆E-E, since the 
(∆E/∆x)×E value is unique to the type of particle. The specific energy loss (∆E/∆x) was measured using the transmission type 
ΔE detector (15 or 150 um thicknesses) purchased from the company Micron Semiconductors, while the residual energy (E) E detector (15 or 150 um thicknesses) purchased from the company Micron Semiconductors, while the residual energy (E) 
measured by a Timepix detector with thicknesses of 600 um. The Timepix was used simultaneously as a common single-pad 
silicon detector (processing back-side-pulse signal) and as a pixel detector working in Time over Threshold mode. Applying the 
∆E-E method to the synchronized Timepix detector makes possible the measurement of not only about particle energy and 
position but also about interaction time and particle type (charge), simultaneously. Moreover, a synchronization and data 
acquisition system has been built and tested on dE/dx-E charged particle spectrometer (telescope). The timestamp jitter obtained 
for the single telescope is 11 ns (sigma), while timestamp jitter between both telescopes is 13.18 ns (sigma). Energy resolution 
obtained was 88 keV (for alpha particles with the energy of 7686.82 keV) and 160 keV for E detectors without and with ∆E(in 
telescope). Test experiment was done with a double sided spontaneous fission source 252Cf (370 kBq). 2D particle identification 
spectrum was obtained for ternary particles and corrected energy spectrum for ternary alpha particles. Moreover, individual 
cluster analysis from the pixel part was performed using maximum TOT in a cluster and cluster volume. The results showed 
that this type of identification is also possible when Timepix was placed at 00 degree angle of incidence (i.e. side on) with 
respect to the source.

Nuclear fission processes are widely studied for decades. A gained knowledge and results are applied in different areas. Despite of intensive studies in 
nuclear fission processes there are still ones which are just partially studied. Rare fission mode processes as well as ternary and quaternary fission [1-3] are 
the nuclear fission processes which nowadays are in focus of further studies. Knowing these processes better allows to learn more about energetics and 
dynamics of the fission process at scission.

The two fission fragments are accompanied by a 
light charged particle (LCP) [1, 3]: Ternary 
fission

The two fission fragments are accompanied by the independent emission of two LCPs [1, 2, 3]: 
“True” quaternary fission, “Pseudo” Quaternary Fission

Motivation

Picture and a simplified electronics scheme of the detection system is presented. The main parts – FITPix COMBO and Spectrig electronic modules are 
used to build-up a detector telescope. Timepix pixel detector which provides information on time, energy and coordinate is accompanied with a single pad 
ΔE detector (15 or 150 um thicknesses) purchased from the company Micron Semiconductors, while the residual energy (E) E detector. FITPix COMBO device acquire signal from backside electrode and pixel part of Timepix (both in parallel). Spectrig device (modified version 
of FITPix COMBO) is also used for acquisition of signal from ΔE detector (15 or 150 um thicknesses) purchased from the company Micron Semiconductors, while the residual energy (E) E detector. A synchronization bus has been developed and integrated into the device. The 
synchronization bus allows the implementation of a system of 32 different devices operating in the clock blocking mode, while the time stamp applies to all 
devices in the system. Any combination of Timepix or Spectrig instruments (up to 32) can be connected to create a final measurement setup. The sync bus 
has also been designed to control the flip-flop and busy signals to provide efficient filtering of unpaired events when a coincidence measurement is 
performed. 

Experimental setup

Waveform of back 
side pulses 

Waveforms from ΔE detector (15 or 150 um thicknesses) purchased from the company Micron Semiconductors, while the residual energy (E) E 
detector 

Data analysis
A program written on the basis of the ROOT software, consisting of many scripts for analyzing and / or 
filtering ternary and quaternary fission particles among various fission events. The program can process 
long collected files in ASCII and binary formats, compare the results from all detectors, give results in 
terms of particle interaction time, coordinates, particle energy and their types. Illustration of identification 
of events (time-stamp assignment to events registered in the back-side-pulse waveform record part, in the 
pixelated matrix readout part and waveform records of ΔE detector (15 or 150 um thicknesses) purchased from the company Micron Semiconductors, while the residual energy (E) E ) from both detectors. The Pixelated response 
(middle) is correlated by common time-stamps to the back side pulses (top) and to ΔE detector (15 or 150 um thicknesses) purchased from the company Micron Semiconductors, while the residual energy (E) E (bottom). The 
principle of time-stamp correlation into pulse counter and time-stamps is  given detail in [4]. 

 Measurement of angular and energy distributions of ternary and quaternary particles.
 Determination of quaternary fission yields with high accuracy and sensitivity.
 Direct observation of 8Be emission as a ternary particle in the ground and excited state.
 Search for other rare decay modes in fission – e.g. quinary fission (12C* → ꭤ+ꭤ+ꭤ), Collinear fission?

 Due to technical constraints of conventional detectors so far charged-particle coincidence 
measurements such as angular correlations between rare and main fission fragments can only be 
measured under certain circumstances (energy cutoff, low-Z). 

 Many of these limitations arise from the standard solid state detectors used so far and can be 
solved simultaneously by highly segmented single-quantum counting pixel detectors. 

 Timepix which is equipped with energy and time sensitivity capability per pixel, provides high 
granularity, wide dynamic range and per pixel threshold. 

 Can provide multi-parameter event-by-event spectroscopic information (position, energy and 
time, particle type) of basically all types of charged particles

 Furthermore, combination with event track analysis provides enhanced signal to noise ratio with 
a high suppression of background and unwanted events. 

 Timepix can combined with a ΔE detector (15 or 150 um thicknesses) purchased from the company Micron Semiconductors, while the residual energy (E) E detector and further operate also as a ΔE detector (15 or 150 um thicknesses) purchased from the company Micron Semiconductors, while the residual energy (E) E detector

8Be* (7Li*) 

  (1H3)

ΔE -  Thin PIN silicon detector (15 and 150 um)
E   -  Silicon pixel detector -Timepix (300 um, 600 um)
Timepix → E, t, θ
ΔE→ Z (particle type) (-dE/dx ≈ (aZ2)·ln [bβ2γ2 )]) (Bethe-Bloch equation)

 

The hybrid pixel detector -Timepix sketch. A read-out chip 
connected via solder bonds to a sensor divided into pixels 
(further referred as a pixel part) and the opposite electrode 
of the sensor (further referred as a common electrode part) 
are marked.

The Spectrig device (modified version of the FITPix COMBO) is used to read out the signal 
from the ∆E detector. It is controlled by IEAP spectrometry (software). The Timepix detector is 
powered and controlled by the integrated readout interface FITPix [9] which is plugged directly 
to any PC via USB port. The interface and the detector are controlled via Pixelman software.  

Synchronization module (The module is controlled via a special software) 

IEAP 
spectrometry

Pixelma
n

The ΔE-E spectraΔE-E spectraE-E ΔE-E spectraspectra from ternary fission of a spontaneous 252Cf source 

The energy spectrum of the mixed alpha source (Ra-226) obtained with the E detector with and without ΔE detector (15 or 150 um thicknesses) purchased from the company Micron Semiconductors, while the residual energy (E) E 
(in telescope A). The 5 most prominent peaks are well seen in the spectrum. The energy resolution of both E 
detectors is about 88 keV (FWHM) and 176 keV (in the telescope). The Ra-226 source decay alpha particle 
with six energies (4601, 4784.34, 5489.48, 6002.35, 5304.33, and 7686.82 keV).

Energy calibration
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Characterization of a hybrid pixel silicon detector Timepix in particle identification measurements

Particle identification based on cluster information  
Individual cluster analysis from the pixel part was performed using maximum TOT in a cluster and 
cluster volume. The results showed that this type of identification is also possible when Timepix was 
placed at 00 degree angle of incidence with respect to the source.
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